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Company profile

MedApp S.A. has developed a cloud-based software

platform, which allows to collect and analyze data 

from various telehealth devices of different providers. 

While the company currently concentrates on cardio-

logy, the solution can be used in different medical 

areas. Carna Life already has CE registration for

Europe and has recently filed for FDA approval.

Website www.medapp.pl

Sector Mobile Health

Country Poland

ISIN PLYLWHT00012

Reuters MDAP.WA

Bloomberg MDA PW

Share information

Last price 1.30

Number of shares (m) 101.00

Market cap. (PLNm) 131.30

Market cap. (EURm) 30.97

52-weeks range PLN 1.44 / PLN 0.10

Average volume 7,423

Performance

4-weeks 16.07%

13-weeks 8.33%

26-weeks 64.56%

52-weeks 400.00%

YTD 712.50%

Shareholder structure

Aminda Capital Sp. z.o.o S.K.A 46.67%

Blu Ring Sp. z.o.o 19.52%

Omega S.A. 16.29%

Free float 17.52%

Financial calendar

Q3/17 report November 14, 2017

Analyst

Adrian Kowollik

a.kowollik@eastvalueresearch.com

MedApp (MDA) develops innovative mHealth solutions. Its main product 
is the remote health monitoring and analytics platform Carna Life, which can be 

connected to wearables, body sensors and other mobile medical devices and is 

targeted at patients, doctors and medical facilities. Carna Life already has CE 
registration, which allows MedApp to sell it in Europe and many other countries. 

Management expect to generate revenues from H2/17E, which will depend on 
the number of patients, exams that are conducted and analyzed by the Carna 

Life system as well as integrations at medical facilities in markets including 

Poland, the Middle East and Kazakhstan. In 2018E, MedApp plans to introduce 
Carna Life in North America, Western Europe and Asia. 
 

MedApp only concentrates on the development of its proprietary 

cloud-based Carna Life solution, while the devices, which are supposed 
to be connected to the system, are developed and/or manufactured by 

research facilities and private companies. Examples of technical and 
medical partners include the most prestigious university in Poland Jagiellonian 

University in Krakow, Technical University AGH, Medical University in Warsaw 
and Microsoft. With the Redmond-based software giant, MedApp has developed 

an augmented/virtual reality solution that supports the work of surgeons e.g. in 

interventional cardiology and angioplasties. In H1/17, it conducted a 
presentation of this solution in Brussels, during which members of the European 

parliament had the chance to watch a cardiac surgery with Microsoft’s HoloLens 
holographic computer that was conducted at a Polish hospital.  
 

According to Global Market Insights, the global market for Digital 

Health will grow by 2024E to USD >379bn (CAGR of 25.9%), among 
others due to favorable government initiatives and growing 

penetration of mobile devices. While China is expected to be the fastest-

growing region (CAGR of >30%), mHealth is forecast to be the strongest (CAGR 
of >35%) and largest segment (USD >200bn). SRS Research estimates the 

number of mHealth wearable devices sold by year-end 2017E at >60m globally. 
 

We initiate coverage of MedApp with a FV of PLN 1.90 per share, which 
accounts for 50m new warrants/shares in H2/17E. We like the fact that 

MedApp’s business only requires small CAPEX and generates recurring revenues. 
We expect that revenue growth in the future will be significantly boosted by the 

company’s close international co-operation with Microsoft and the FDA approval, 
which is expected in H1/18E. However, a significant risk is the increasing 

competition by much larger global providers of health technology.  
 

 

 

 

in PLNm 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E

Net sales 0.03 0.14 5.96 17.32 39.94 64.41

EBITDA -0.67 -7.13 -7.37 -3.09 8.27 20.83

EBIT -0.93 -7.41 -7.66 -3.40 7.94 20.49

Net income -0.68 -5.99 -6.18 -2.72 6.48 16.64

Diluted EPS -0.01 -0.05 -0.04 -0.02 0.04 0.11

DPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Dividend yield 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

RoE -12.16% -18.55% -11.01% -5.26% 12.08% 25.54%

Net gearing -10.36% -87.89% -78.77% -71.05% -63.63% -68.41%

EV/Sales n.a n.a 13.28x 4.57x 1.98x 1.23x

EV/EBITDA n.a n.a n.a n.a 9.58x 3.80x

P/E n.a n.a n.a n.a 30.32x 11.80x
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Investment Case 

• MedApp (MDA) offers the remote health monitoring and analytics platform Carna Life, 

which can be connected to wearables, body sensors and other mobile medical devices and 

is targeted at patients, doctors and medical facilities. Carna Life already has CE registration, 

which allows MedApp to sell it in Europe and introduce it quickly in other markets. 

Management expect to generate revenues from H2/17E, which will depend on the number 

of patients, exams that are conducted and analyzed by the Carna Life system as well as 

integrations at medical facilities e.g. in Poland, the Middle East and Kazakhstan. In 2018E, 

MedApp plans to introduce Carna Life in North America, Western Europe and Asia. 

 

• MedApp’s business model has relatively low CAPEX-intensity as the company only 

concentrates on the development of its proprietary Carna Life solution, while the devices, 

which are supposed to be connected to its system, are developed and/or manufactured by 

research facilities and private companies. Examples of technical and medical partners 

include the most prestigious university in Poland Jagiellonian University in Krakow, the 

Technical University AGH, Medical University in Warsaw and Microsoft. With the Redmond-

based software giant, MedApp has developed an augmented/virtual reality solution that 

supports surgeons in their work. In H1/17, MedApp conducted a presentation of this 

solution in Brussels, during which members of the European parliament had the chance to 

watch holographic cardiac medical data and preparation of a surgery with Microsoft’s 

HoloLens that was conducted at a hospital in Poland.  

•  According to Global Market Insights, the global market for Digital Health will grow by 2024E    

 to USD >379bn (CAGR of 25.9%), among others due to favorable government initiatives   

 and growing penetration of mobile devices. While China is expected to be the fastest-  

 growing region (CAGR of >30%), mHealth is forecast to be the strongest (CAGR of >35%)  

 and largest segment (USD >200bn). SRS Research estimates that the number of mHealth- 

 centric wearable devices sold will already reach >60m worldwide by year-end 2017E. 
 

•  As it received the CE registration for Europe in June 2017, we have assumed that MedApp  

 will show first revenues from its Carna Life platform in H2/17E. However, due to significant  

 costs relating to international expansion (especially North America) we believe that it will  

 only achieve the break-even on EBIT level in 2020E. For full-year 2017E, we have forecast  

 revenues of PLN 144k, EBIT of PLN -7.4m and net income of PLN -6m. Due to increasing  

 sales especially in North America, the Middle East and Asia, introduction of additional 

 services (e.g. predictions, artificial intelligence, internet of medical things, 3D/4D visuali-   

 zations) and a significant operating leverage these figures should increase to PLN 39.9m,  

 PLN 7.9m, and PLN 6.5m respectively in 2020E. 
 

• We initiate coverage of MedApp with a FV of PLN 1.90 per share, which accounts for the 

issue of 50m warrants/shares in H2/17E. We like the fact that MedApp’s business only 

requires small CAPEX and generates recurring sales. We expect that revenue growth will 

be significantly boosted by the close international co-operation with Microsoft and the FDA 

approval, which management expect in H1/18E. However, a significant risk is the 

increasing competition by much larger global providers of health technology. 
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SWOT Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

Strengths Weaknesses

- Unique proprietary cloud-based software platform, which - Small size compared to other global health companies

allows to connect different telehealth devices and process - Listing in the illiquid NewConnect segment of the Warsaw

and analyze their data by patients and health professionals; Stock Exchange

potential areas of application include cardiology, angio- 

plasties, diabetology, dietetics, chronic illnesses and elderly

care

- MedApp is a software company, not a hardware manufactu-

rer; instead, it uses devices of well-known international 

providers

- Cooperation with renowed research facilities (Jagiellonian

University, AGH, Medical University in Warsaw) and private

companies (Microsoft, also includes sales & marketing, e.g.

in the Middle East and Kazakhstan)

- CE registration, which allows MedApp to sell ist Carna Life

solution in Europe; it also makes the market entry in other

markets e.g. Middle East much easier

- MedApp's business model foresees recurring revenue streams

relating to patients, conducted exams and software integra-

tions at health facilities

- Experienced team with complementary skills ranging from

sales & marketing, IT and development of telehealth devices

Opportunities Threats

- Roll-out of international sales from H2/17E; FDA approval - Problems with persuading the medical communities in diffe-

likely in H1/18E rent countries to use Carna Life

- Introduction of additional functionalities such as predictions - Problems with raising the necessary financing for further

based on artificial intelligence and Augmented/Virtual Reality; development of the device and its international roll-out

in August 2017, MedApp received a grant of USD 30k from - Issues with necessary approvals (especially from US-based

Microsoft for further development of functionalities relating FDA)

to 3D/4D pictures of brain, chest, blood circulation, liver - Loss of key employees and problems to find qualified staff

and lung - Increasing competition by much larger and financially 

- According to Global Market Insight, the Digital Health market stronger players

is set to grow at a CAGR 15-24E of 25.9% to USD >379bn; - Risks relating to dilution of existing shareholders

mHealth, which is supposed to be the main growth driver, is

forecast to develop at a CAGR of >35% to USD >200bn

- For the Digital Health/Telehealth segment, Deloitte sees as

the main growth drivers (1) an increased adoption and reim-

bursement (2) cost containment measures by governments

(3) ability to improve disease management and patient expe-

rience and (4) increasing use of technology-enabled monito-

ring devices in order to bridge the technology gap, especially

in rural areas

- Takeover by a large healthcare company
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Valuation 
 

Due to the company’s early-stage character we have decided to value MedApp by using a DCF 

approach only. This results in a fair value per share of PLN 1.90. Our valuation accounts for 

50m new warrants/shares in H2/17E (out of in total 100m, which the EGM on 28 September 

will approve, that are supposed to be issued by 31 December 2025E).  

 
DCF model  

 

Source: East Value Research GmbH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

in PLNm 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E

Net sales 0.14 5.96 17.32 39.94 64.41 91.14 120.29 152.03 186.56

    (y-o-y change) n.a 4048.9% 190.4% 130.6% 61.3% 41.5% 32.0% 26.4% 22.7%

EBIT -7.41 -7.66 -3.40 7.94 20.49 36.35 49.98 64.15 78.57

    (operating margin) n.a -128.5% -19.6% 19.9% 31.8% 39.9% 41.6% 42.2% 42.1%

NOPLAT -6.00 -6.21 -2.75 6.43 16.59 29.44 40.49 51.96 63.64

+ Depreciation & amortisation 0.28 0.30 0.31 0.33 0.34 0.36 0.38 0.40 0.42

= Net operating cash flow -5.72 -5.91 -2.44 6.76 16.94 29.80 40.87 52.36 64.06

- Total investments (Capex and WC) -3.10 -4.39 -3.62 -6.42 -2.89 -2.95 -6.31 -6.55 -14.88

   Capital expenditure -0.99 -1.30 -1.31 -1.33 -1.09 -1.11 -1.13 -0.65 -0.67

   Working capital -2.11 -3.10 -2.31 -5.09 -1.79 -1.84 -5.18 -5.90 -14.21

= Free cash flow (FCF) -8.82 -10.31 -6.06 0.34 14.05 26.85 34.55 45.81 49.18

PV of FCF's -8.43 -8.56 -4.38 0.21 7.67 12.73 14.24 16.42 15.32

PV of FCFs in explicit period 45.22

PV of FCFs in terminal period 152.55

Enterprise value (EV) 197.77

+ Net cash / - net debt (31 December 2017) 52.10

+ investments / - minorities 0.00

Shareholder value 249.87

Post-money shares outstanding (m) 151.00

WACC 15.0% 30.5% 31.5% 32.5% 33.5% 34.5% 35.5% 36.5%

Cost of equity 15.0% 8.7% 2.96 3.01 3.06 3.12 3.17 3.23 3.28

Pre-tax cost of debt 10.0% 9.7% 2.58 2.62 2.67 2.71 2.76 2.80 2.85

Normal tax rate 19.0% 10.7% 2.27 2.31 2.35 2.39 2.43 2.47 2.50

After-tax cost of debt 8.1% 11.7% 2.03 2.06 2.09 2.12 2.16 2.19 2.22

Share of equity 100.0% 12.7% 1.82 1.85 1.88 1.90 1.93 1.96 1.99

Share of debt 0.0% 13.7% 1.65 1.67 1.70 1.72 1.74 1.77 1.79

Fair value per share in PLN (today) 1.65 14.7% 1.50 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.61 1.63

Fair value per share in PLN (in 12 months) 1.90

Terminal EBIT margin

W
A

C
C
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Peer Group  
 

There are several telehealth/digital health companies on the Warsaw Stock Exchange, which 

however offer software that only works with their own devices. Most comparable companies 

to MedApp can be found on international markets.  

 

Telehealth/digital health companies, which are listed in Poland: 

 

(1) Medicalgorithmics S.A.: Medicalgorithmics (MDG), which is based in Warsaw/Poland, is a 

producer and supplier of innovative technologies in the area of distant cardio-diagnostics. 

The company focuses on distant monitoring and analysis of the heart based on a 

proprietary technology called PocketECG. Apart from cardiac telemetry, the system is also 

used in clinical trials on drugs relating to cardiac safety as well as research projects. 

Medicalgorithmics, which generates most of its revenues in North America, is listed on the 

Warsaw Stock Exchange. In fiscal-year 2016, it generated sales of PLN 127.9m and an 

EBIT margin of 36.4%. MDG’s current market capitalization is PLN 1bn. 

 

(2) BRASTER S.A.: BRASTER, which is based in Warsaw/Poland, has developed a telehealth 

device that allows non-invasive early-stage detection of breast cancer. In 2016, it 

generated sales of PLN 427k and an EBIT of PLN -14.7m. BRA’s current market 

capitalization is PLN 124m. 

 

(3) Telemedycyna Polska S.A.: Telemedycyna Polska, which is headquartered in 

Katowice/Poland, is a Polish leader in the area of telesurveillance of cardiology patients. 

The company owns a Center for Monitoring of the Heart with experienced doctors from 

the area of non-invasive cardiology diagnostics. Telemedycyna Polska specializes in 24/7 

cardiologic treatment and ECG exams online and by phone. In 2016, the company had 

revenues of PLN 5.4m and an EBIT margin of 0.5%. Telemedycyna’s current market 

capitalization is PLN 11.5m. 

 

(4) Infoscan S.A.:  Infoscan, which is based in Warsaw/Poland, has been active in the area of 

telemedicine since 2007. As the first one in Poland, the company provides description of 

breath problems during sleep. It works together with c. 30 clinics and doctors in Poland, 

which are already using its services in their daily work. Moreover, the company co-

operates with leading scientific facilities in Poland e.g. the Medical University in Warsaw, 

Marie-Curie University in Lublin, Military Technical Academy and Medical Institute. In 

2016, Infoscan generated revenues of PLN 76k and an EBIT of PLN -1.4m. Infoscan’s 

current market capitalization is PLN 22.7m. 

 

(5) Nestmedic S.A.: Nestmedic, which is based in Wroclaw/Poland, has developed a telehealth 

device for pregnant women, which allows them to conduct a CTG (cardiotocographic) 

exam at home. Nestmedic, which will likely generate first revenues this year, had an EBIT 

of PLN -1m in 2016. The company’s current market capitalization is PLN 55.4m. 
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International providers of cloud-based health software that works together with different 

devices:  

 

(6) Wearable Intelligence:  Wearable Intelligence is one of several startups that work on 

applications of wearable technologies e.g. Google Glass for enterprise markets. The 

company currently has four products on the market, which provide healthcare 

professionals and energy field workers with a hands-free workflow system for performing 

standardized checklists and procedures. Investors include Lightspeed Venture Partners, 

Andreessen Horowitz, First Round Capital, Google Ventures, Kleiner Perkins Caufield & 

Byers, Initialized Capital and Subtraction Capital. 

 

(7) Tactio Health Group: Tactio Health, which is based in Montreal/Canada, builds remote 

patient monitoring systems using mobile apps and off-the shelf connected health devices. 

The solution is targeted both at patients and health professionals. The platform assists in 

tracking e.g. blood pressure, heart activity, diabetes, body weight and cholesterol.    

 
(8) mHealth Alert Inc.: mHealth Alert, which is based in San Francisco/US, is an eHealth 

platform for health care prevention and preventive care management. The platform, which 

works together with different telehealth devices, is targeted at insurance companies, 

health professionals, corporations and individuals.  

 

(9) MedWeb: MedWeb has developed platforms for health professionals, which facilitate 

electronic acquisition, viewing, communication/transmission, publishing, and storage of 

medical data captured by numerous devices and associated with a variety of medical 

subspecialties including radiology, orthopedics, dermatology, ophthalmology, stroke 

evaluation, dentistry, and general exams as well as workflow management. The solutions 

can be easily integrated with existing HIS and RIS systems. 

 

(10) MedM: MedM has developed a complete Remote Patient Monitoring software package. It 

includes apps, which are able to connect to different medical devices, optional fixed 

gateway (MedM Hub), cloud services, cloud portal, and a range of EMR/EHR integration 

APIs. The software is targeted at health professionals.  

 
(11) IQMax Inc.: IQMax, which is based in Charlotte/US, has developed the IQMax Connected 

Healthcare Platform. It provides access to data from disparate systems, decision support 

tools and secure cross-enterprise communications system. Thus, healthcare facilities gain 

access to the right information at the right time on any device that affects patient care. 

 

(12) Ideal Life Inc.: The Ideal Life platform simplifies how patients, doctors and caregivers 

track, learn about, and manage health conditions. The company’s platform, which is 

targeted at health professionals and patients, monitors and manages chronic conditions 

including congestive heart failure, diabetes, hypertensions, obesity and asthma. 
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(13) FRUCT Oy: Fruct, which is based in Helsinki/Finland, has developed the FRUCT MD cloud-

based platform that collects and analyzes health parameters. It automates management 

of multiple health parameters from various medical devices and enriches them by relevant 

context data. 

 

Recent results  

Revenues and Profitability 
 

In H1/17, MedApp generated revenues of PLN 67k (H1/16: PLN 8k), an EBIT of PLN -799k 

(PLN -404k) and net income of PLN -396k (PLN -436k), which was affected by a tax refund of 

PLN 408k. The largest cost position were administrative expenses of PLN 709k, which include 

personnel costs.  

 
 

Source: Company information, East Value Research GmbH 

 
 
Balance sheet and Cash flow 
 

As of 30 June 2017, MedApp had equity of PLN 7.3m, which corresponded to a share of 85.4% 

in the balance sheet total. While fixed assets were very small (PLN 28k) as the company 

outsources most of work, intangibles (software, patents, licenses, goodwill) equaled PLN 5.8m. 

We estimate the working capital at PLN 23k.  

Between January and June 2017, MedApp generated an operating cash flow of PLN -81k, 

which resulted from the net loss. Cash flow from investing and financing equaled PLN -14k 

and PLN 28k respectively. We believe that the company’s current monthly cash burn amounts 

to PLN 200k. 

On 28 September 2017, MedApp’s EGM is supposed to authorize management to issue max. 

100m warrants, which can be converted by up to 150 entities (including management) to 

100m new shares by 31 December 2025E (nominal value PLN 10m). The additional capital will 

be used for financing the international expansion, development of sales infrastructure and 

further R&D work relating to the Carna Life platform.  

 

 

 

in PLNm H1/17 H1/16

change     

y-o-y

Net sales 0.07 0.01 737.5%

EBITDA -0.80 -0.40 97.8%

EBITDA margin -1192.5% -5050.0%

EBIT -0.80 -0.40 97.8%

EBIT margin -1192.5% -5050.0%

Net income -0.40 -0.44 -9.2%

Net margin -591.0% -5450.0%
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Financial forecasts  

Revenues and Profitability 
 

MedApp’s business model assumes a focus on the development of the Carna Life software 

platform, which is supposed to be able to work together with mobile health devices of different 

providers. Especially cardiologists, on which the company wants to focus at the beginning, 

often already have their own ECGs. However, in the future management do not exclude that 

MedApp will produce its own devices or buy external ones in order to sell them under its own 

brand.  

 
Based on our discussions with management, we have based our revenue model of MedApp on 

three sources:  (1) fee per patient, which will be the monetization model in Poland (2) fee per 

exam, which will be applied in all other countries and (3) integration of the Carna Life system 

at medical facilities, which will generate revenues on all markets. We have assumed that 

MedApp will generate revenues from health professionals and medical facilities.  

At the beginning, MedApp plans to offer only ECG for cardiac patients, which will be analyzed 

by an external telehealth center. However, in the future this service is supposed to be 

complemented by additional ones such as prediction, which based on artificial intelligence will 

allow the patient to analyze his ECG exams himself, as well as 3D/4D visualization (with 

Microsoft’s HoloLens) for surgeons. 

 

Source: CIA World Fact Book, OECD Health Data, East Value Research GmbH 

 
 

 

Country

Total 

population

No of 

practising 

doctors

No of 

hospitals

Poland 38,523,261 88,437 1,067

United States 323,995,528 820,251 5,627

Canada 35,362,905 91,268 719

Mexico 123,166,749 283,414 4,456

Germany 80,722,792 338,129 3,108

China 1,373,541,278 n.a n.a

Azerbaijan 9,872,765 n.a n.a

Kazakhstan 18,360,353 n.a n.a

Kuwait 2,832,776 n.a n.a

Qatar 2,258,283 n.a n.a

Bahrain 1,378,904 n.a n.a

Oman 3,355,262 n.a n.a

Saudi Arabia 28,160,273 n.a n.a

United Arab Emirates 5,927,482 n.a n.a

Total 2,047,458,611 1,621,499 14,977
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Below are our detailed assumptions regarding MedApp’s sales: 

Patients:  According to management, in Poland MedApp will generate revenues based on a fee 

per patient, who will use the Carna Life system. In H2/17E, when MedApp is supposed to 

generate revenues for the first time, we believe sales will reach PLN 64k with 850 patients, a 

fee per patient per month of PLN 25 and a gross margin of 1%. As the company acquires more 

medical facilities in Poland and adds more functionalities to its system (apart from ECG also 

prediction based on artificial intelligence and 3D/4D visualization for surgeons), we believe 

that the number of patients and the average fee per patient will grow by 2025E at a CAGR of 

30.6% and 5% respectively. In the long run, we expect the segment to generate gross margins 

of c. 70%.  

 
Exams: On international markets, MedApp plans to generate revenues based on the number 

of conducted and analyzed exams. While the company is already allowed to sell its Carna Life 

system in Europe, it expects to receive the FDA registration for the largest health market 

worldwide US in H1/18E (accounts for 35m ECG exams per year alone). Given already existing 

contacts to distributors and the close partnership with Microsoft, which also includes sales and 

marketing activities e.g. in the Middle East and Kazakhstan, we have therefore assumed that 

sales of this segment will ramp up significantly from 2018E. 

 

Our model shows sales in full-year 2018E of PLN 5.2m and a gross margin of 18%. Our revenue 

forecast is based on 4.5k exams and an average fee per exam of PLN 1,155 (c. USD 300). As 

MedApp acquires more health facilities as clients and adds additional functionalities to its 

system, we expect that by 2025E the number of exams and the average fee per exam will 

increase at a CAGR of 57.5% and 5% respectively. In our view, the segment should generate 

gross margins of 60% in the long run.  

 

We would like to emphasize that with the CE registration MedApp is not only allowed to sell 

its Carna Life system in Europe, but could also receive approval for such promising markets as 

the Middle East very quickly.  

 
Integrations: The third source, on which we have based our revenue model for MedApp, are 

Integrations. Based on our discussions with management, we believe that in the future the 

company will receive an average fee per integration of its cloud-based system at a medical 

facility of PLN 100k (in less developed countries the fee will be lower, in more developed 

higher). 

For 2017E, when MedApp will start operations in Poland, we expect sales of PLN 80k (2 

integrations at an average price of PLN 40k). However, in the following years, when MedApp 

will install its system at medical facilities in developed countries, the number of integrations 

per year should reach up to 72 and the yearly revenues up to PLN 7.2m. We expect that the 

Integration segment will generate gross margins of 50% in the long run.  
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Source: East Value Research GmbH 

 

 

Source: East Value Research GmbH 

 
CAPEX and Working capital 
 

In our model, we have assumed gross CAPEX of PLN 3.6m in 2017E-2019E, which in our 

opinion will mainly increase intangibles as MedApp does not produce devices. We have forecast 

that working capital will grow by PLN 2.1m in 2017E and PLN 3.1m in 2018E and will amount 

to >20% of total sales in the long run (cash conversion cycle of 60 days).  

 

 

 

 

 

2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E

Patients (in Poland) 0.06 0.35 0.60 0.94 1.31

   Share in total sales 44.3% 5.8% 3.4% 2.3% 2.0%

   Gross margin 1.0% 25.0% 45.0% 55.0% 65.0%

   Number of patients 850 1,100 1,800 2,700 3,600

   Average fee per patient per month25 26 28 29 30

Exams (all other markets) 0.00 5.20 15.77 36.80 59.90

   Share in total sales 0.0% 87.1% 91.0% 92.1% 93.0%

   Gross margin 1.0% 18.0% 40.5% 50.0% 55.0%

   Number of exams 0 4,500 13,000 28,900 44,800

   Average fee per exam 1100 1155 1213 1273 1337

Integrations 0.08 0.42 0.96 2.20 3.20

   Share in total sales 55.7% 7.0% 5.5% 5.5% 5.0%

   Gross margin 1.0% 15.0% 27.0% 37.0% 47.0%

   Number of integrations 2 7 12 22 32

   Average fee per integration 40,000 60,000 80,000 100,000 100,000

Total sales 0.14 5.96 17.32 39.94 64.41

     change y-o-y n.a 4048.9% 190.4% 130.6% 61.3%

in PLNm 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E

Net sales 0.14 5.96 17.32 39.94 64.41

EBITDA -7.13 -7.37 -3.09 8.27 20.83

EBITDA margin n.a -123.5% -17.8% 20.7% 32.3%

EBIT -7.41 -7.66 -3.40 7.94 20.49

EBIT margin n.a -128.5% -19.6% 19.9% 31.8%

Net income -5.99 -6.18 -2.72 6.48 16.64

Net margin n.a -103.7% -15.7% 16.2% 25.8%
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Business description 
 

MedApp S.A., which is based in Krakow, has developed the analytical cloud-based health 

system Carna Life, which it targets at medical professionals and health facilities. The solution 

can be used in multiple areas including cardiology, angioplasties, diabetology, dietetics, chronic 

illnesses and elderly care. Among others, Carna Life provides the possibility to use Microsoft 

3D/4D HoloLens glasses, which allow to use virtual and augmented reality technology during 

surgeries. MedApp has been listed in the NewConnect segment of the Warsaw Stock Exchange 

since 2015 and currently has 15 employees (thereof: 10 software engineers).  

 

Company history 

2011: Start of operations under the name FunApp.  
 

In the first year, FunApp developed a mobile game for Orange Polska, which was 

nominated for the DigitalDragons2012 award. 

 
2012:  19 projects, thereof 17 completed. In Q4/12, FunApp has 12 employees.   
 
2013:  In that year, FunApp completes 30 projects. 
 
2014:  Start of development relating to own mHealth applications.  
 
2015:  The mHealth division of FunApp becomes MedApp.  
 
 The company becomes listed on the NewConnect segment of the Warsaw Stock 

Exchange through the takeover of MedApp Sp. z.o.o by listed Yellow Hat S.A. At the 

date of announcement, MedApp had negative equity of PLN 369k and total assets of 

PLN 167k. 

 
2016: Subsidy of PLN 183k for implementation of the internationalization strategy.  
 
2017:  Approval of the CE certificate by TUV NORD, which allows the company to sell its 

mHealth products in Europe and makes the registration e.g. in the Middle East much 

easier. The application for US-based Food and Drug Administration was filed at the 

beginning of August 2017.  
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The Carna Life solution 
 

Carna Life is MedApp’s proprietary cloud-based telehealth platform for patient monitoring and 

3D Augmented Reality simulations, which is available for Windows 10 (desktop), iOS and 

Android operating systems (mobile). The system, which works together with 20 intelligent 

algorithms that allow real-time exam interpretation, can be used with devices (e.g. ECG, 

biosensors, wearables) of different producers and in various medical areas including 

diabetology, angioplasties, cardiology, dietetics, chronic diseases and elderly care. The Carna 

Life system, which allows secure data storage and graphical presentation of results, consists 

of the following modules:  (1) Carna Life Lite – free-of-charge medical application for patients 

(2) Carna Life Pro – medical application for health professionals (3) Carna Life System – 

application for medical facilities with full integration with Hospital Information Systems (HIS) 

(4) Carna Life Server – intelligent biomedical algorithms in the cloud and (5) Carna Life Holo 

– visualization system of 3D scans from computer tomographs and magnetic resonances.  

 

 

 
 

Source:  Company information, East Value Research GmbH 
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MedApp has partnered with Microsoft in order to use the software giant’s holographic system 

HoloLens and its cloud Azure. The co-operation, for which MedApp has exclusivity in Poland, 

is with unlimited duration. The combination of MedApp’s and Microsoft’s solutions can be of 

great help e.g. for surgeons. This was proven during two medical exams in 2017: (1) a cardiac 

surgery, which doctors from the University Hospital in Krakow conducted in June under the 

supervision of the famous Polish cardiologist Prof. Dariusz Dudek. It was transmitted to 

Brussels, where it was watched by members of the European Parliament and (2) an 

angioplasties surgery in the European Health Center in Otwock in August.  

 

Carna Life – Key features and architecture 
 

 
 

1) Advanced mobile solution; an intuitive system that links patients to their physicians 

2) Safe encrypted data backup and application connections 

3) Data security using the Microsoft Azure cloud 

4) Over 20 intelligent algorithms that analyze ECGs 

5) Augmented reality simulations of internal organs based on CR and MRI scans 

6) Notifications and alarms when life threating events are detected 

7) Charts and plots with result of every examination 

8) Easy-to-interpret medical report 

 

                                           

 
 

Source:  Company information, East Value Research GmbH 
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Augmented reality with Carna Life in interventional cardiology 
 

 

 

Distribution strategy 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source:  Company information, East Value Research GmbH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(A) 3D reconstruction of the left atrium.  
(B) & (C) Holographic images seen by  

the operator during the procedure.  
(D) View of the operating room with  

team members wearing Carna Life  
headset. 

(A-C). Holographic images seen by  

the operator during the procedure  
with simultaneous overview of  

operating room.  

(D) View of the operating room with  
the first operator wearing Carna Life  

headset. 
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MedApp plans to generate revenues per patient on a monthly basis (in Poland) and based on 

exams that are analyzed by its Carna Life solution together with external telemedical center 

(on other markets). In addition, it wants to make money on integrations of its system at 

different medical facilities. While at the beginning the devices for the Carna Life software are 

supposed to be provided by external partners, in the future MedApp could manufacture them 

itself or buy them from external providers in order to sell them under its own brand.  

 

Sales & marketing strategy 
 

Over the last years, management have participated in numerous domestic and international 

trade fairs and conferences in order to increase the brand recognition of MedApp and the 

Carna Life solution among industry experts e.g. Hannover Messe in Germany, Impact’17 in 

Krakow/Poland, var Sovia = new Tech() in Warsaw/Poland, Singularity Warsaw Chapter, 

Conference in Tallinn. In the coming years, MedApp plans to conduct the distribution of the 

Carna Life software directly in Poland as well as through external partners (incl. Microsoft) on 

international markets. As key markets, management regard Europe, North America, the Middle 

East, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan and China. While in Europe MedApp is already allowed to sell, 

the FDA approval should be granted in H1/18E, which would allow the company to sell its 

solution in the US, the most important health market worldwide. 
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Management 

Mateusz Kierepka (CEO):  Mr Mateusz Kierepka is CEO of MedApp. Previously, he worked at 

Igloo, BoneVitae and FunApp, where he developed innovative telehealth devices and health 

applications e.g. for ECG and treatment of osteoporosis. He started his career as software 

developer among others at one of the largest Polish online portals Onet.pl and the listed steel 

distributor Stalprodukt S.A. Mateusz Kierepka graduated with a Master’s degree in Information 

Technology at the AGH in Krakow. He is also lecturer among others at the Higher Business 

School – National Louis University and J. Tischner Higher European School. 

 
Tomasz Kuciel (Vice President of the Board):  Mr Tomasz Kuciel is Vice President of the Board 

at MedApp and as such in charge of operations, budgeting and finance. Previously, he was 

among others CEO of Edison S.A., the first operator of electronic data exchange in Poland 

(2012-2014) and Director of Sales and Marketing at the largest Polish telecommunication 

company Orange S.A. (2001-2012). Mr Tomasz Kuciel graduated with a Master’s degree in 

Economics from the Silesian International Trade School in Katowice. He also completed a post-

graduate degree in Future Management and Strategic Planning at Collegium Civitas.  

Ralf Saykiewicz (Member of the Supervisory Board): Mr Ralf Saykiewicz is a technological 

consultant with 20 years of international experience in the health sector. In the past, as 

executive at HP, Deloitte and RFID Global Solutions, he has been in charge of projects for e.g. 

the US Department of Defense, Military Health Services and the US Department of Veteran 

Affairs. Ralf Saykiewicz graduated with a Bachelor’s degree in International Business and an 

MBA from the Duquesne University. 
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Market environment 

The global market for Digital Health  
 

Global Market Insights has published an analysis on the global market for Digital Health, which 

covers Telehealth, mHealth (especially Wearables), Health Analytics as well as Digital Health 

Systems. The research firm estimates the market to grow by 2024E at a CAGR of 25.9% from 

USD 51.3bn in 2015, with the main drivers being increasing demand for remote patient 

monitoring services, government support, emergence of healthcare IT and growing 

penetration of mobile devices. While the US will likely remain the largest market, China is 

expected to grow the fastest at a CAGR of >30%.  

  

The mHealth segment  
 

In the area of digital health, Global Market Insights sees the mHealth segment as the fastest-

growing one with a CAGR 15-24E of 36.5% and a volume of USD >200bn in 2024E. The reason 

is an increasing use of mobile devices. SNS Research, which has analyzed the mHealth 

segment in detail, estimates the value of the segment in 2017E at USD 23bn and forecasts a 

CAGR of >35% by 2020E.  

 

While there are issues relating to regulation, patient acceptance and privacy, SNS Research 

believes that mHealth has the potential to dramatically reduce the costs of healthcare 

operations and improve the quality of healthcare. The use of mHealth devices and apps, which 

is already widespread in clinical trials, will likely be common soon for connected drug delivery, 

which automatically detects and logs patients’ drug use to improve inherence. By the end of 

2017E, the number of mHealth-centric wearable devices sold will likely reach >60m worldwide 

as healthcare service provides are increasingly investing in Big Data and Analytics technology 

in order to gain valuable insights from the data that is generated by these devices. Due to 

their large subscription base of >7bn worldwide mobile network operators are also looking for 

ways to exploit the potential of mHealth. 
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Smartphone user penetration as percentage of total global population 
 

 
Source: Statista.com, East Value Research GmbH  
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Profit and loss statement 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

in PLNm 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E

Revenues 0.03 0.14 5.96 17.32 39.94 64.41

Cost of goods sold 0.00 -0.14 -4.88 -10.41 -20.21 -29.11

Gross profit 0.02 0.00 1.09 6.91 19.73 35.30

Other operating income 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.11

Personnel expenses -0.45 -3.00 -4.10 -4.60 -5.06 -5.57

Marketing expenses 0.00 -3.93 -4.15 -5.20 -6.19 -8.70

Other operating expenses -0.29 -0.30 -0.31 -0.31 -0.32 -0.32

EBITDA -0.67 -7.13 -7.37 -3.09 8.27 20.83

Depreciation & amortisation -0.27 -0.28 -0.30 -0.31 -0.33 -0.34

Operating income -0.93 -7.41 -7.66 -3.40 7.94 20.49

Net financial result -0.11 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06

EBT -1.04 -7.39 -7.63 -3.36 7.99 20.55

Income taxes 0.36 1.40 1.45 0.64 -1.52 -3.90

Minorities 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Net income / loss -0.68 -5.99 -6.18 -2.72 6.48 16.64

Diluted EPS -0.01 -0.05 -0.04 -0.02 0.04 0.11

DPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Share in total sales

Revenues 100.00 % 99.00 % 100.00 % 100.00 % 100.00 % 100.00 %

Cost of goods sold -8.28 % -99.00 % -81.80 % -60.09 % -50.60 % -45.19 %

Gross profit 91.72 % 1.00 % 18.20 % 39.91 % 49.40 % 54.81 %

Other operating income 179.92 % 69.57 % 1.71 % 0.60 % 0.27 % 0.17 %

Personnel expenses -1780.55 % -2086.96 % -68.75 % -26.56 % -12.67 % -8.64 %

Marketing expenses 0.00 % -2733.91 % -69.58 % -30.00 % -15.50 % -13.50 %

Other operating expenses -1134.37 % -208.70 % -5.11 % -1.79 % -0.79 % -0.50 %

EBITDA -2643.27 % -4959.00 % -123.54 % -17.84 % 20.71 % 32.34 %

Depreciation & amortisation -1066.65 % -196.29 % -4.97 % -1.80 % -0.82 % -0.53 %

Operating income -3709.92 % -5155.29 % -128.51 % -19.64 % 19.89 % 31.80 %

Net financial result -426.49 % 13.91 % 0.50 % 0.23 % 0.13 % 0.09 %Write-downs #WERT! #BEZUG! #BEZUG! #BEZUG! #BEZUG! #BEZUG!

EBT -4136.41 % -5141.37 % -128.00 % -19.40 % 20.02 % 31.90 %

Income taxes 1431.79 % 976.86 % 24.32 % 3.69 % -3.80 % -6.06 %

Minorities 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %

Net income / loss -2704.62 % -4164.51 % -103.68 % -15.72 % 16.21 % 25.84 %
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Balance Sheet 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

in PLNm 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E

Cash and equivalents 0.08 52.10 41.82 35.79 36.17 50.27

Financial assets 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Inventories 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Trade accounts and notes receivables 0.02 0.55 4.90 8.54 15.87 19.41

Other current assets 0.70 1.20 1.26 1.32 1.39 1.46

Current assets, total 1.50 53.85 47.98 45.66 53.43 71.14

Property, plant and equipment 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03

Other intangible assets 0.00 1.20 2.20 3.20 4.20 4.95

Goodwill 5.94 5.44 5.44 5.44 5.44 5.44

Other assets 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Deferred tax assets 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Non-current assets, total 6.33 6.67 7.67 8.67 9.67 10.43

Total assets 7.83 60.52 55.65 54.33 63.10 81.57

Trade payables 0.11 0.05 1.34 2.71 4.98 6.78

Other short-term liabilities 2.21 1.20 1.22 1.25 1.27 1.30

Short-term financial debt 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Pension provisions 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Provisions 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Current liabilities, total 2.56 1.25 2.56 3.96 6.26 8.08

Long-term financial debt 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Deferred tax liabilities 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Long-term liabilities, total 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total liabilities 2.56 1.25 2.56 3.96 6.26 8.08

Shareholders equity, total 5.26 59.28 53.09 50.37 56.85 73.49

Minority interests 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total equity and liabilities 7.83 60.52 55.65 54.33 63.10 81.57
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Cash Flow Statement 
 

 

 

Financial ratios 
 

 

 

 

in PLNm 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E

Net income / loss -0.68 -5.99 -6.18 -2.72 6.48 16.64

Depreciation & amortisation 0.27 0.28 0.30 0.31 0.33 0.34

Change of working capital -0.08 -2.11 -3.10 -2.31 -5.09 -1.79

Others -0.69 -0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Net operating cash flow -1.18 -8.17 -8.98 -4.72 1.71 15.19

Cash flow from investing -0.02 -0.99 -1.30 -1.31 -1.33 -1.09

Free cash flow -1.20 -9.16 -10.28 -6.03 0.38 14.10

Cash flow from financing 1.26 61.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Change of cash 0.05 52.02 -10.28 -6.03 0.38 14.10

Cash at the beginning of the period 0.03 0.08 52.10 41.82 35.79 36.17

Cash at the end of the period 0.08 52.10 41.82 35.79 36.17 50.27

Fiscal year 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E

Profitability and balance sheet quality

Gross margin n.a 1.00% 18.20% 39.91% 49.40% 54.81% 59.73% 59.15%

EBITDA margin n.a -4959.00% -123.54% -17.84% 20.71% 32.34% 40.27% 41.87%

EBIT margin n.a -5155.29% -128.51% -19.64% 19.89% 31.80% 39.88% 41.55%

Net margin n.a -4164.51% -103.68% -15.72% 16.21% 25.84% 32.36% 33.71%

Return on equity (ROE) -12.16% -18.55% -11.01% -5.26% 12.08% 25.54% 33.43% 32.90%

Return on assets (ROA) -7.33% -9.92% -11.16% -5.08% 10.18% 20.33% 26.19% 26.11%

Return on capital employed (ROCE) -11.61% -10.13% -11.69% -5.47% 11.32% 22.58% 28.59% 28.21%

Economic Value Added (in PLN) -1.40 -14.92 -14.20 -10.34 -2.12 5.53 13.94 18.89

Net debt (in PLNm) -0.55 -52.10 -41.82 -35.79 -36.17 -50.27 -77.18 -111.79

Net gearing -10.36% -87.89% -78.77% -71.05% -63.63% -68.41% -74.94% -77.88%

Equity ratio 67.24% 97.94% 95.40% 92.72% 90.09% 90.10% 91.66% 92.61%

Current ratio 0.59 43.19 18.74 11.54 8.54 8.81 10.80 12.50

Quick ratio 0.31 42.23 18.25 11.20 8.32 8.63 10.64 12.36

Net interest cover -8.70 370.54 255.47 85.03 -158.88 -341.43 -519.24 -624.80

Net debt/EBITDA 0.82 7.31 5.68 11.58 -4.37 -2.41 -2.10 -2.22

Tangible BVPS -0.01 0.49 0.32 0.30 0.34 0.45 0.65 0.91

CAPEX/Sales 24733.89% 689.25% 21.75% 7.58% 3.32% 1.70% 1.22% 0.94%

Working capital/Sales -6359.09% 351.01% 60.38% 34.10% 27.54% 19.86% 16.06% 16.48%

Cash Conversion Cycle (in days) -17347 1280 200 85 55 25 10 15

Trading multiples

EV/Sales 3143.58 550.94 13.28 4.57 1.98 1.23 0.87 0.66

EV/EBITDA -118.93 -11.11 -10.75 -25.63 9.58 3.80 2.16 1.57

EV/EBIT -84.73 -10.69 -10.33 -23.29 9.97 3.87 2.18 1.58

P/Tangible BVPS -195.22 2.64 4.12 4.37 3.82 2.88 2.01 1.42

P/E -192.69 -23.74 -31.75 -72.10 30.32 11.80 6.65 4.84

P/FCF -108.97 -14.34 -12.77 -21.78 343.05 9.31 4.88 3.79
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Disclaimer 

This document does neither constitute an offer nor a request to buy or sell any securities. It 

only serves informational purposes. This document only contains a non-binding opinion on the 

mentioned securities and market conditions at the time of its publication. Due to the general 

character of its content this document does not replace investment advice. Moreover, in 

contrast to especially approved prospectuses, it does not provide information, which is 

necessary for taking investment decisions.  

All information, which has been used in this document, and the statements that has been 

made, are based on sources, which we think are reliable. However, we do not guarantee their 

correctness or completeness. The expressions of opinion, which it contains, show the author’s 

personal view at a given moment. These opinions can be changed at any time and without 

further notice.  

A liability of the analyst or of the institution, which has mandated him, should be excluded 

from both direct and indirect damages.  

This confidential study has only been made available to a limited number of recipients. A 

disclosure or distribution to third-parties is only allowed with East Value Research’ approval. 

All valid capital market rules, which relate to the preparation, content as well as distribution of 

research in different countries, should be applied and respected by both the supplier and 

recipient.  

Distribution in the United Kingdom: In the UK this document shall only be distributed to 

persons who are described in Section 11 (3) of the Financial Services Act 1986 (Investment 

Advertisements) (Exemptions) Order 1996 (as amended). This research may not be distributed 

and forwarded directly or indirectly to any other group of individuals. The distribution of this 

document in other international jurisdictions may be restricted by law and individuals who 

possess this study should inform themselves about any existing restrictions and comply with 

them.  

Neither this document nor any copy of it may be taken or sent to the United States of America, 

Canada, Japan or Australia or distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States of America, 

Canada, Japan or Australia or to any resident thereof. Any failure to comply with these 

restrictions may constitute a violation of United States, Canadian, Japanese or Australian 

securities laws or the law of any other jurisdiction.   

Declaration according to § 34b WpHG and FinAnV on potential conflicts of interest (As of  July 

24, 2013):  The preparation of this research report by East Value Research was commissioned 

by MedApp S.A. 
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Declaration according to § 34b WpHG and FinAnV on additional disclosures (As of July 24, 

2013): 

It is in the sole decision of East Value Research GmbH whether and when a potential update 

of this research will be made. 

Relevant basis and measures of the valuations, which are included in this document: 

The valuations, which are the basis for East Value Research‘ investment recommendations, 

are based on generally-accepted and widely-used methods of fundamental analysis such as 

the Discounted-Cash-Flow method, peer group comparison, or Sum-of-the-Parts models.   

The meaning of investment ratings: 

Buy:  Based on our analysis, we expect the stock to appreciate and generate a total return of 

at least 10% over the next twelve months 

Add:  Based on our analysis, we expect the stock to appreciate and generate a total return 

between 0%- 10% over the next twelve months 

Reduce:  Based on our analysis, we expect the stock to cause a negative return between 0% 

and -10% over the next twelve months 

Sell:  Based on our analysis, we expect the stock to cause a negative return exceeding -10% 

over the next twelve months 

The respective supervisory authority is: 

Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht  

Lurgiallee 12  

60439 Frankfurt 

 

 

 


